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KEY POINTS
Drilling confirms Roe Hills gold potential: Recently completed reconnaissance drilling at
Roe Hills has intersected broad zones of near surface gold mineralisation. Although originally
being explored for komatiite associated nickel over the last few years (with encouraging
results), recent discoveries by Breaker at Lake Roe 40km to the north of Roe Hills highlighted
the gold prospectivity for Roe Hills and hence led to the initial gold drilling programme.

Board and Management
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Mr Joshua Wellisch: Managing Director
Mr Neil Hutchison: Non-Executive Director
Mr Adrien Wing: Company Secretary
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Top 20

Kairos Minerals (“Kairos” or “the Company”) is concentrating exploration activities over
two highly prospective tenement packages. These are the Roe Hills Gold and Nickel Project
(“Roe Hills”), located over the same geology along strike to the south of Breaker Resources’
(ASX: BRB) recent gold discoveries at their Lake Roe Project and the Mt York Lithium &
Gold Project (“Mt York”), immediately to the east and south of Pilbara Minerals’ and Altura
Mining’s respective Pilgangoora lithium resources and also located over the historic Lynas
Find Gold Project. Recent drilling programmes at both projects have returned very good and
encouraging results, highlighting the prospectivity, with a follow up 6,500m aircore drilling
programme now underway at Roe Hills.

736.6m

Market Capitalisation
12 month L/H ($, adjusted for
10:1 consolidation)

QUALITY EXPLORATION PORTFOLIO

24.94%

Share Price Performance (adjusted for 10:1
consolidation)

Prospective geology: Roe Hills is located over similar geology to Lake Roe, being located
within the under explored southern portion of the Kurnalpi Greenstone Terrane of the Eastern
Goldfields, and also covering major structures which are key controls of mineralisation in the
region, including Lake Roe and Saracen Minerals Holdings’ (“Saracen”, ASX: SAR) 7.86Moz
Carosue Dam operation, some 120km along strike to the north.
Cobalt as well: A review of historical data has highlighted the cobalt prospectivity of Roe
Hills, with a number of prospects being identified.
Gold potential at Mt York: Mt York is located over the historic Lynas Find Gold Project
(“Lynas Find”) that was operated by Lynas Gold NL (“Lynas”) in the mid 1990’s (a time
of significantly lower real AUD denominated gold prices than now) and which produced
125,493oz of gold from 2.114 million tonnes of ore at a grade of 1.85g/t gold largely from
oxide mineralisation, with sulphide material being unmined.
Initial resource: Kairos has calculated an initial 258,000oz JORC-2012 Compliant Mineral
Resource Estimate (“MRE”) of 5.692Mt @ 1.42g/t Au at Mt York, with this largely comprising
transitional and fresh material, however with some 44koz in oxide.
Resource expansion potential: There is considerable scope to expand gold resources at
Mt. York as confirmed by recent drilling – the known mineralisation remains open along strike
and at depth, and there are a number of targets that require following up that have been
identified from a review of historical exploration data.
Highly prospective for lithium: Mt York (and the regional lithium projects) are highly
prospective for lithium, with it being interpreted that the pegmatite trend that hosts Altura
Mining’s (“Altura”, ASX: AJM) and Pilbara Minerals’ (“Pilbara”, ASX: PLS) lithium resources
extends into Kairos’ tenement package – this is supported by the results of field work by
Kairos to date and a review of historical exploration data.

Senior Analyst – Mark Gordon

The investment opinion in this report is current as
at the date of publication. Investors and advisers
should be aware that over time the circumstances
of the issuer and/or product may change which
may affect our investment opinion.

Realising value through farm-outs: Although highly prospective, the regional lithium assets
are non-core, and as such the Company is looking at realising value through farm-outs – to
date such an agreement has been reached with Altura on the Wodgina East Project.
Strong management and technical team: The Company has management and technical
personnel with extensive experience in the junior resources sector, and a track record of
exploration success.
News flow: With ongoing drilling and other exploration programmes we would expect steady
news flow over coming months.
Leveraged to exploration success: With an enterprise value of under $10 million, Kairos is
well leveraged to any exploration success.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths
 Highly prospective tenement portfolio: We consider the Company’s tenement portfolio
to be highly prospective for the key target commodities, being lithium and gold – this is
borne out by the geology and results of work to date.
 Exposure to two “hot” commodities: Both gold and lithium have made good returns
for investors over the last twelve months – although the lithium sector has cooled down
somewhat there is still interest in the right projects.
 Mining friendly jurisdiction: Kairos is concentrating activities in Western Australia, a
mining-friendly jurisdiction which in 2016 ranked third in the Fraser Institute Survey of
Mining Companies.
 Close to infrastructure: The two key properties have excellent access, being relatively
close to the respective major towns of Port Hedland and Kalgoorlie.
 Experienced people: Company personnel and consultants have significant experience in
the resources game.

Weaknesses
 Funding: Having recently raised $2 million through a placement and rights issue, Kairos
is well funded for the short to medium term, however given past expenditure rates will
need to go to the market again in six to nine months.

Opportunities
 Exploration success: There is good potential for further exploration success at all of the
Company’s properties – as mentioned above this is shown by the geology and results
of work thus far – and any such success should create value to shareholders with the
Company being well leveraged to exploration success.
 Resource Expansion: This is pertinent at Mt York, with drilling outside of the current
resources intercepting significant mineralisation, and thus highlighted the resource
expansion potential.
 Acquisitions and earn-ins: Although markets are reasonably stable, there are still
companies looking at disposal of assets or else attracting earn-in partners, however
discretion needs to be taken when selecting a project – the acquisition of Mt. York was
such a timely transaction for Kairos.
 Farm-outs: In addition to the regional lithium projects there is the potential to farm
out the Fraser Range and Dingo Hills properties, which will provide leverage to any
exploration success with other parties providing the money.

Threats
 Lack of exploration success: This is self-explanatory and the key threat to an explorer
– lack of exploration success will lead to a fall in the share price, and thus make it harder
and more dilutionary to raise funds down the track – this is particularly pertinent at the
moment with, despite the sector doing well, investors being more discretionary, and less
forgiving of what may be regarded as failure.
 Markets and resources prices: A key perennial threat facing junior explorers are falls
in the stock and resources markets, particularly when it comes to having to raise funds
in a bad market – this will also impact with investors selling down the more risky junior
resources before other less risky investments. Although the junior resources sector is
performing relatively well at the moment it can turn around on a dime.
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OVERVIEW
STRATEGY
 With the acquisition of Mt York in early 2016, Kairos (then Mining Projects Group)
changed focus from nickel at Roe Hills and the Fraser Range to lithium and gold at Mt
York and gold at Roe Hills to take advantage of market sentiment and the prospectivity of
the respective projects.
 At Mt York, plans are two fold; to test the lithium potential, and to test the potential for
gold resource expansions by looking at extensions to the known mineralisation as well as
the potential for new discoveries – should a sufficient resource be defined there could be
the potential for a standalone operation down the track.
 The recent discoveries by Breaker at Lake Roe and a review of historic exploration data
have highlighted the gold potential at Roe Hills, hence the change in strategy from nickel
(for which it is still prospective) to gold.
 This change in focus is supported by a number of recent major gold discoveries in
Western Australia – there still are areas that are under explored, and the southern
Kurnalpi Terrane would appear to be one of those.

FINANCIAL POSITION
 As of March 31, 2017 the Company had $0.987 million in cash and no debt.
 In May 2017 Kairos raised $1.0 million through a private placement at $0.021/share, and
has recently finalised a fully underwritten share purchase plan for $1.0 million at the
same price.
 Over the fifteen months to March 31, 2017 Kairos raised a total of $7.173 million before
costs.
 Over the same period the Company spent $4.817 million on exploration and contract
services and $1.587 million on administration.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
 Kairos is concentrating activities on its two key areas – Roe Hills (gold) and the Pilbara
Projects (lithium and gold).
 More recently the Company has acquired the Bronco Ridge Project, east of Roe Hills.
 The Company also holds projects in the Fraser Range and Dingo Range; however these
will not be discussed further given activities being solely concentrated on Roe Hills and
Mt York.
 All projects are held 100% by Kairos.
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Figure 1: Location map of Kairos projects

Source: Kairos

ROE HILLS GOLD PROJECT - KAI 100%
Background and Tenure
 Roe Hills, which comprises 6 live EL’s and 10 EL and PL applications covering some
365km2, is located ~120km southeast of Kalgoorlie, and is readily accessible by formed
roads and station tracks (Figure 2).
 All granted tenements, held 100% by Kairos are in good standing, with expiry/renewal
dates in 2020 and 2021.
 Kairos’ (as Mining Projects Group) original focus was on nickel, which returned
encouraging results, however given the results from Breaker at Lake Roe and a review of
historic gold drilling (along with market conditions) the focus has moved to gold.
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Figure 2: Roe Hills tenements and location on magnetics image

Source: Kairos

Geology and Mineralisation
 Roe Hills is located within the Kurnalpi Terrane of the Eastern Goldfields of the eastern
part of the Archaean Yilgarn Craton.
 Kairos’ holdings cover some 40km strike length of the interpreted southern extensions of
the highly gold prolific Leonora-Laverton greenstone belts, which has a gold endowment
of some 30Moz.
 The project includes 40km of strike of the Keith-Kilkenny fault system, and is flanked by
the Celia/Claypan and Emu fault systems – these are major crustal scale faults typical
of those recognised as controlling the distribution of Western Australia’s major gold
deposits – in the Roe Hills region these are related to Breaker’s Lake Roe discovery and
Saracen’s 7.86Moz Carosue Dam operation.
 Roe Hills is also adjacent to Silver Lake Resources’ (ASX: SLR) Karonie, French Kiss and
Aldiss deposits as shown in Figures 2 and 3 – the current PL applications were made to
cover potential extensions to the Silver Lake deposits.
 The major north-south trending structures are linked by ENE and WNW trending linking
structures, which provide ideal dilational structural sites when intersecting favourable
reactive lithologies.
 Kairos’ tenements also contain flexures in the fault systems – again a common control
on mineralisation, particularly at dilational jogs.
 Large areas of the tenement package are covered by transported cover and complicated
regolith – this masks the underlying prospective geology, and makes some exploration
tools, e.g. surface geochemical sampling ineffective.
 Bedrock lithologies include a western BIF/ultramafic package that is interpreted as being
a fault dislocated extension of the BIF sequences that host Silver Lake’s Randalls Project
deposits to the west – these include Randalls, Cock-eyed Bob, Santa and Maxwells.
 The ultramafic units include komatiites, which are a host of major nickel mineralisation in
the Kambalda region and elsewhere in Western Australia – the work by Kairos identified
lava channels similar to those that host high grade nickel mineralisation at Kambalda.

Work by Kairos
 Work until late 2015 concentrated on nickel exploration, with this identifying a number of
prospects including Talc Lake, Roe, Hooton and Point Perchance, with drilling including
intersections of up to 4.3m @ 0.53% Ni with associated copper and PGE’s.
 The activities included drilling, geochemical and geophysical (including electromagnetic)
surveys.
Independent Investment Research
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 In the March quarter, 2016 the focus changed to gold, with the commencement of a
comprehensive review of historic gold exploration results – considerable gold exploration
was carried out up to 2001 by companies such as WMC and BHP, however ceased
with poor market conditions, and did not recommence – this is a similar case to that at
Breaker’s Lake Roe project.
 This is in contrast to the Laverton goldfield, also within the Kurnalpi Terrane some 200km
to the north of Roe Hills, which has enjoyed continual exploration with a concomitant
increase in endowment from <3Moz to ~30Moz since the 1990’s.
 The review included an evaluation of past soil geochemical surveys, with significant
areas, given the nature of the regolith, being considered ineffectual by Kairos’ consultant
geochemist.
 This review has identified a number of mineralised trends, including Ginger Kiss, Terra
Talc Lake and Sheehans Well worthy of immediate drill testing as shown in Figure 3.
 The prospectivity of these targets is supported by historic drill results, including 16m @
46.8g/t Au in hole UR19 on the Terra Trend and 18m @ 1.65g/t Au on the Sheehans Well
Trend amongst a large number of others.
 Most recent work by Kairos has been a drilling programme targeting gold, which included
19 reconnaissance RC holes for 3,422m and four diamond holes for 695m, for a total of
4,117m.
 This tested a number of prospects, and returned excellent results as shown in Figure 3,
with these including broad zones of shallow mineralisation in widely spaced holes.
 In addition this identified cobalt mineralisation in numerous prospects, with results
including an intersection of 14m @ 0.39% Co in hole ROW172 - mineralisation occurs
over a strike length of 330m (open), a width of 150m (open) and with a thickness of at
least 8m.
 Anomalous cobalt has been identified over a strike length of ~7.5km, and at other
prospects in the Project area.
Figure 3: Roe Hills gold targets and results of recent drilling

Source: Kairos
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BRONCO PLAINS GOLD PROJECT - KAI 100%
 Kairos has recently secured one EL and two ELA’s, totalling 398km2 some 30km east of
Roe Hills (Figure 4).
 These cover largely under explored areas of the southern Kurnalpi Terrane, with the area
selected following a review of the regional geology and historical exploration work.
 The tenements were originally part of Anglogold’s East Tropicana portfolio, with soil
sampling returning multiple strong gold anomalies which require follow up.
Figure 4: Bronco Plains location

Source: Kairos

PILBARA PROJECTS
BACKGROUND
 The Pilbara projects are generally located within a radius of 200km from southeast to
southwest of Port Hedland in Western Australia (Figure 5).
 The key project is Mt. York, which the Company acquired from Tyranna Resources (ASX:
TYX, “Tyranna”) in early 2016.
 In addition Kairos has applied for or acquired a number of other regional tenements
(11 tenement applications for 1,140km2) over areas considered prospective for lithium
mineralisation as shown in the following map – these are located within the East Pilbara
Granite Greenstone Terrane (“EPGG”), which contains a number of granites considered
fertile for the target LCT (lithium-caesium-tantalum) type pegmatites which host the
significant lithium and tantalite resources in the region.
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Figure 5: Pilbara projects location map

Source: Kairos

MT. YORK LITHIUM & GOLD PROJECT - KAI 100%
Background and Tenure
 The Mt. York Project comprises twelve granted Prospecting Licences (“PL”) covering
approximately 19km2 immediately adjacent to the lithium resources of both Pilbara
Minerals (156.4Mt @ 1.25% Li2O and 138ppm Ta2O5) and Altura Mining (35.7Mt @ 1.05%
Li2O).
 The tenements cover Lynas Find, mined by Lynas in the 1990’s, and which produced
some 125,493oz (2.114Mt @ 1.85g/t Au) of gold from five shallow open pits between
1994 and 1998 – AUD denominated prices were significantly lower in real terms than at
current.
 Gold mineralisation was originally discovered by Carpentaria Exploration Company, the
exploration arm of Mount Isa Mines Limited, in 1986.
 The tenement package was acquired from Tyranna Resources (90%) and Tribal Mining
(10%) for a cash consideration of $220,000, 300 million shares (30 million shares postconsolidation) and 100 million 1c, 30 June 30, 2017 options (10 million, 10c options post
consolidation), with all shares being escrowed for 12 months.
 In addition there are two milestone share payments associated with the acquisition:
––

8 million shares post consolidation (First Milestone Shares) on a mineral resource:
•

of at least 5 million tonnes at 1.2% Li2O (lithium oxide); or

•

containing at least 500,000 ounces of gold, being identified within three years of
the Completion Date on any or all of the Tenements

and
––

8 million shares post consolidation (Second Milestone Shares) on a mineral resource:
•

of at least 15 million tonnes at 1.2% Li2O; or

•

containing at least 1,000,000 ounces of gold, being identified within five years
of the Completion Date on any or all of the Tenements.

 All tenements are in good standing, having been granted in 2016 for an initial term of four
years.
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Figure 6: Mt York Lithium & Gold Project tenements

Source: Kairos

Geology and Mineralisation
 Mt York is located over the western edge of the 600km2 Archaean Pilgangoora
Greenstone Belt within the Pilbara Craton.
 The belt is marked by the Pilgangoora Syncline, which is largely comprised of a sequence
of tightly folded, steeply dipping volcano-sedimentary and ultramafic-mafic intrusive
rocks of the Warrawoona and unconformably overlying Gorge Creek Groups, which are
the lower groups of the Pilbara Supergroup – these have been metamorphosed to upper
greenschist/lower amphibolite facies.
 Volcanics range in composition from felsic to ultramafic, with these dominating
lithologies within the Warrawoona Group – the younger Gorge Creek Group is dominated
by clastic sediments.
 Kairos’ tenements are located on the western edge of the syncline, with a partly intrusive
and partly faulted contact with younger granites to the west, and with the western part
of the syncline marked by a gently dipping, anticlinally domed dolerite – the anticlinal
axis changes from a northerly trend to north-westerly in the vicinity of the Zakanaka gold
deposit.
 The pegmatites in the region form gently dipping sheets within the dolerites – these are
associated with the waning phases of granite intrusion, and host the world-class lithiumtantalum resources in the area.
 It is interpreted that the pegmatites may trend south into Kairos’ tenements in the
vicinity of Zakanaka – this is supported by a lithium soil geochemical anomaly – lithium in
soil anomalies also occur in the northern group of tenements as shown in Figure 7.
 The soil sampling has also identified a number of previously un-tested gold trends that
require follow up – most of these are associated with magnetic anomalies, possibly
reflecting BIF units, however these could also reflect pyrrhotite that is associated with
gold mineralisation at Mt York.
 Some areas are covered by shallow transported cover that masks the underlying geology.
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Figure 7: Mt York soil geochemical results

Source: Kairos

 Gold was previously mined at the Iron Stirrup, Main Hill, Breccia Hill, McPhees and
Zakanaka deposits (Figures 6 & 7), with Zakanaka being trial mined late in the life of
the operation – there is only limited data available for this deposit, and it has not been
included in resource estimations.
 Mining concentrated on shallow oxide material.
 Although mineralisation was defined (by over 450 drillholes) by Lynas at Old Faithful it
was not mined.
 Gold mineralisation at Mt York is hosted in a strongly foliated talc-carbonate-magnetiteserpentinite banded iron formation (“BIF”) unit interpreted as correlating with the upper
part of the Euro Basalt which is one of the younger members of the Warrawoona Group.
 The pre-cursor is interpreted as being as having ultramafic komatiitic affinities, possibly
associated with Archaean sea-floor spreading or rifting.
 Mineralisation is associated with pyrite and pyrrhotite, and with gold (as electrum) being
contained within arsenopyrite/loellingite assemblages
 Mineralisation is best developed in sites of structural dislocation, including areas of
shearing and fold hinges.
Breccia Hill – Main Hill
 At Breccia Hill and Main Hill mineralisation occurs in parallel lodes dipping at 60° to
the west, with this extending for a combined strike length of 1.5km, with drilling to a
maximum depth of ~400m below surface, however most of the historical drilling is
limited to a depth of up to 150m below surface with only limited drilling below this –
there is also significant strike potential as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Main and Breccia Hill long section looking north

Source: Kairos

 The mineralised envelopes at both deposits reach up to 50m in true width, and are open
along strike and at depth.
 An area of key interest is the “hinge zone” between the Main Hill and Breccia Hill pits
as shown in Figure 8 – prior to the recent drilling programme this had been untested by
drilling.
 The drilling completed late in 2016 confirmed the potential for significant resource
expansions at Main and Breccia Hill, with this intersecting significant widths of
mineralisation in the hinge zone, at RL’s well below the limit of the current resource
(Figures 8, 9 and 10) – this drilling included three diamond holes.
 The results of wide spaced historical drilling at these prospects also highlights the
resource expansion potential, and the possibility of underground and/or additional open
cut mining.
Figure 9: Main and Breccia Hill long section looking north

Source: Kairos
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Figure 10: Main Hill - Breccia Hill cross section 5,870mE looking west

Source: Kairos

Iron Stirrup and Old Faithful
 Mineralisation at Iron Stirrup occurs as shear hosted lodes dipping at around 70-80° to
the west, however that at Old Faithful is somewhat more complicated, being associated
with a strongly asymmetrical syncline (with a steeply dipping east limb, and with a
west limb that varies from shallowly to moderately east dipping) – mineralisation at Old
Faithful shows a shallow 10° north plunge, with a north block down 20-30m fault offset in
the centre of the deposit.
 Iron Stirrup and Old Faithful sections are shown in Figures 11 to 12.
 Recent drilling at Old Faithful resulted in the following intersections, and supported the
current interpretation:
––

KMYD002 – 11.92m @ 3.57g/t Au from 10.25m, including 7.18m @ 5.21g/t Au from
14m,

––

KMYD003 – 25.38m @ 0.76g/t Au from 20m, including 4.60m @ 2.36g/t Au from
31.18m, and 14.37m @ 0.55g/t Au from 181.58m.

 Resources at Iron Stirrup extend along strike for a distance of 315m; those at Old Faithful
extend along strike for 945m, with resources being estimated to a maximum depth of
150mbs at Iron Stirrup and 250mbs at Old Faithful.
 Drilling at Iron Stirrup is generally restricted to 175mbs, with one hole to 300m – this
highlights the depth potential, as well as that for a plunging shoot, with the possibility
of extending the open pit, else, should drilling return viable grades, the potential for
underground resources.
 True mineralised widths of up to 30m have been intersected by the drilling, with
intersections of up to 30m @ 3.0g/t Au at Iron Stirrup.
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Figure 11: Iron Stirrup schematic long section looking west

Source: Kairos
Figure 12: Iron Stirrup schematic cross sections looking north

Source: Kairos
Figure 13: Old Faithful cross section looking north

Source: Kairos
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Other Prospects
 A number of other prospects warrant further work, and were included in the recent
drilling.
 These include Golden Spur and Camelback (Figures 7 and 14), which reportedly returned
encouraging drill results and are located in areas of significant gold-in-soil anomalism.
Figure 14: Golden Spur and Camelback prospects

Source: Kairos

Work by Kairos
 Work by Kairos has included an extensive data review, soil sampling and a detailed
airborne magnetics survey.
 The results of the soil sampling have identified both lithium and gold anomalies as
shown in Figure 7 above – these are shown on a magnetic image, and clearly show
the common association between magnetic trends and gold-in-soil anomalies, possible
reflecting the BIF host, and/or pyrrhotite, a magnetic sulphide that is associated with the
mineralisation.
 In late Kairos recently completed a 5,250m drill programme which included 13 RC and 15
diamond holes, with results discussed earlier.
 Work has also included resource estimations for Iron Stirrup, Old Faithful, Main Hill and
Breccia Hill as shown in the table below – these estimations have been prepared from an
extensive historical drilling database, and do not include the most recent drilling.
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Table 1: Mt York Mineral Resource Estimate
Mt York JORC-2012 Mineral Resource Estimate – 0.5g/t Au cut-off
Prospect

Material

Iron Stirrup

Fresh
Transitional

Old Faithful
Fresh
Oxide
Main Hill

Transitional
Fresh
Oxide

Breccia Hill

Transitional
Fresh

Category

Tonnes (kt)

Au (g/t)

Ounces (koz)

Indicated

421

2.22

30

Inferred

293

1.67

15

Indicated

325

1.18

12

Inferred

327

1.37

14

Indicated

609

1.41

27

Inferred

807

1.41

37

Indicated

361

0.99

11

Inferred

339

1.16

12

Indicated

298

1.55

15

Inferred

560

1.26

23

Inferred

83

1.85

5

Indicated

157

1.24

6

Inferred

154

1.01

5

Indicated

275

1.4

12

Inferred

466

1.33

20

217

1.96

14

Total Indicated

Inferred

2,446

1.46

113

Total Inferred

3,246

1.40

145

Total Indicated + Inferred

5,692

1.42

258

Source: Kairos

REGIONAL LITHIUM PROJECTS - KAI 100%
Background and Tenure
 The Company has applied for 10 EL’s and acquired one ELA covering 1,140km2 in the
EPGG, targeting LCT-type pegmatites in this fertile area.
 The project areas include Lalla Rookh, Southern Pride, Wodgina East, Taipan and Croyden
as shown in Figure 5.
 The acquisition is for EL45/4715 (Wodgina East), located immediately to the east of
Mineral Resources Limited’s (“MRL”, ASX: MIN) Wodgina tantalum operation, for which
the Company has issued 40 million shares to the vendor, with another 20 million shares
due on grant of the licence.
 Two milestone share payments are also due on meeting resource milestones – 15
million shares on delineation of a JORC 2012 compliant mineral resource containing at
least 1.2% Li2O, and a second milestone payment of 15 million shares on delineation of a
JORC 2012-compliant resource of at least 10 million tonnes at a minimum of 1.2% Li2O.
 Wodgina, which is currently on care and maintenance has a plant that can produce up
to 1.4Mlbs of TA2O5 per annum, however new owners MRL are looking at the lithium
potential including infill drilling of current lithium resources and regional reconnaissance
work to define new drill targets.
 The Company has entered into a farm-out agreement with Altura, whereby Altura can
earn 75% of the lithium rights only on the Wodgina East Project through the expenditure
of $1.25 million over five years, with an additional up-front payment of $100,000 upon
execution.

Geology and Mineralisation
 The Company has targeted areas within greenstones of the EPGG, close to LCTpegmatite fertile granites.
 At Wodgina East the tenements cover a portion of the Wodgina Greenstone Belt, which,
like Mt York includes units of the Warrawoona Group, with a similar synclinal structure
to that of the Pilgangoora Syncline which hosts Pilbara’s and Altura’s Pilgangoora lithium
deposits.
 Mapping by Atlas Iron (ASX: AGO) identified at least 4km of strike length of pegmatite
swarms within E45/4715, with reconnaissance rock chip sampling by Kairos returning
assays of up to 1.6% Li2O.
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Work by Kairos
 With the exception of reconnaissance sampling on E45/4715, work by Kairos has largely
included desktop reviews of the project areas and developing an exploration strategy.
 The exploration strategy will largely include geological reconnaissance mapping and
standard surface geochemical sampling. Geochemical samples will be initially screened
by field portable XRF analysis with follow up assaying of anomalous samples by
laboratory analysis.
 The results of the geological and geochemical work will be used to target drilling
programmes.

CURRENT AND UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
 Following completion of geochemical soil surveys and a scout drilling programme, a
6,500m aircore drilling programme has recently commenced at Roe Hills – this is testing
both the gold and cobalt potential of the Project.
 Work plans at Mt York include additional drilling commencing in Q2, 2017, to test for
expansions to the current resources and to drill other, as yet untested prospects.
 These programmes should result in a steady news flow over coming months.

PEER GROUP
 The graph below shows our peer group for Kairos, largely including companies operating
in Western Australia.
 This compares the market capitalisation of the companies, split between cash as at
March 31, 2017 and the calculated enterprise value of projects – no allowance has been
made for other investments, including share holdings, that the companies may have.
 We have included current explorers that have a focus on lithium in association with
other metals (mainly gold, but with some base metals), as well as companies that have
made discoveries pertinent to Kairos’ activities to give an indication of the uplift that may
be expected on exploration success – Kairos, with a market capitalisation of under $10
million is well leveraged to any exploration success.
 On the gold front this includes Breaker, with a current market capitalisation of $94
million, and which saw a price rise from $0.20/share to $0.76/share in September 2016
on the back of Lake Roe, with the stock now trading at similar levels.
 In lithium Kidman Resources (ASX: KDR) has seen significant price rises on the results of
a review of historical data followed by drilling at its Mt Holland Project – this highlighted
the size of the Earl Grey lithium prospect (the project was originally acquired for the gold
potential having been historically mined).
Figure 15: Kairos Peers

Source: IRESS, IIR analysis
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
 Kairos currently has 449 million shares and 20.1 million performance rights on issue.
 This will increase to 496 million shares with finalisation of the current share purchase
plan.
 The Company also has 153.4 listed options on issue, with an exercise price of $A0.10
and 19 million unlisted options with exercise prices of between $0.10 and $0.25 and
expiry dates ranging from 23/5/2017 to 30/12/2017.
 The top shareholder at 6.98% is Tyranna Resources, the vendor of the Mt York project.
 The Company has 4,629 shareholders, with the top 20 holding 24.94%

RISKS
 Exploration: This is the key risk for any exploration company, with survival largely based
on the results of exploration. This is somewhat mitigated in the case of Kairos given the
prospectivity of its exploration projects and results of work to date.
 Funding: This is a perennial issue for junior explorers, however with its focus particularly
on gold and having recently raised $2 million, the Company is in a relatively “sweet” spot
in the market at the moment.

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
 Mr Terry Topping – Executive Chairman: Mr Topping has more than 25 years of
experience in minerals exploration and development worldwide and has played a key role
in the incubation, listing and development of numerous ASX-listed resource companies
over the past two decades. His previous management roles have included Executive
Director of ASX-listed nickel, copper and gold explorer Rumble Resources (ASX: RTR);
Managing Director of ASX-listed uranium explorer Cauldron Energy (ASX: CXU); and
Executive Director of ASX-listed gold explorer Taipan Resources (later Intrepid Mines),
which discovered the high-grade Paulsen’s Gold Deposit, now being mined by Northern
Star Resources (ASX: NST). Mr Topping has a broad contact network throughout the
global resource sector as well as extensive capital markets experience, where he has
been involved in numerous IPO’s, corporate transactions, capital raisings and project
acquisitions and divestments.


Mr Joshua Wellisch – Managing Director: Mr Wellisch is a corporate professional and
company director whose career has included acquisition and management of geological
projects in the energy and minerals sector. Mr Wellisch has held several private and
public board positions in various capacities over the past 11 years. He has a breadth of
experience in capital raisings, corporate structuring and public company transactions
predominantly in the mining and exploration sector. Mr Wellisch has a Bachelor of
Science degree from Murdoch University and a Post Graduate Diploma in Project
Management from Curtin University in Western Australia. He is also a fellow member of
the Project Management Institute (PMI).

 Mr Neil Hutchison – Non-Executive Director: Mr Hutchison is a geologist with over 15
years’ experience in conducting regional exploration, target generation, resource drill out,
project reviews and evaluations, as well as managing the nickel exploration group at the
highly successful Cosmo Nickel Project..
 Mr Adrien Wing – Company Secretary: Mr Win is CPA qualified and works with a
number of public companies listed on the Australian Securities Exchange as a corporate/
accounting consultant and company secretary, has held the position of Company
Secretary from 2 October 2013.
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